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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Bone McAllester Norton Joins TAGLaw 
International Alliance 
 
Leading law firm in Tennessee joins international alliance of 
independent law firms.  
 
St. Petersburg, Florida & Nashville, Tennessee (January 07, 2015) - 
TAGLaw® recently named Bone McAllester Norton PLLC as its new member 
for Tennessee. This, and other recent additions, places TAGLaw’s growing 
membership at 155 independent member firms that employ over 9,400 
lawyers located in 328 offices throughout 87 countries. These metrics make TAGLaw one of the 4 largest 
law firm alliances in the world.  
 
Headquartered in Nashville and with offices in Sumner and Williamson Counties, Bone McAllester 
Norton’s team of 40 lawyers service clients in numerous key practice areas including: Banking and 
Financial Services, Corporate Law, Litigation and Dispute Resolution, International Law and others.  
 
"We are very pleased to have Bone McAllester Norton as part of the TAGLaw alliance of firms,” said 
Robert Sattin, President of TAGLaw. “The firm’s dynamic range of practice areas and highly recognized 
team of professionals, make them an important addition to our membership in the United States and for 
other members around the world." 
 
“We are honored to be invited to partner with TAGLaw and its international alliance of more than 150 law 
firms,” said Charles W. Bone, founder and chairman of Bone McAllester Norton. “Its members in the U.S. 
and around the globe are highly respected because of their expertise in many areas and their deep 
engagement with their communities.  Our clients are part of Tennessee’s growing international marketplace, 
and our membership in TAGLaw broadens the scope of what our firm can offer.” 
 
TAGLaw has experienced significant growth this year through the additions of Popov & Partners Law 
Offices in Bulgaria; Zilvarová, Ctibor, Hladký in the Czech Republic; Koley Jessen in Nebraska, USA; 
Moreno Baldivieso in Bolivia; Budidjaja & Associates in Indonesia; Bufete Escura in Barcelona; Maître 
Cheikh Fall in Senegal and Delaney Partners in The Bahamas.  
  
About TAGLaw and The TAG Alliances™ 
Founded in 1998, TAGLaw is an international alliance of high-quality, independent law firms. In 2013, 
Chambers Global ranked the alliance “Elite”, the highest ranking awarded to legal networks. The TAG 
Alliances comprise three groups: TAGLaw, TIAG® (The International Accounting Group), and TAG-SP™. 
TIAG is an international alliance of high quality, independent accounting and TAG-SP is a complementary 
association of strategic business partners. Collectively, the TAG Alliances provide accounting, legal, 
financial and business support services on a worldwide scale. With approximately 16,200 professionals in 
270 member firms, and 575 offices in over 95 countries, the TAG Alliances serve tens of thousands of 
clients from all industry and commercial sectors. Learn more at www.TAGLaw.com.   
  
About Bone McAllester Norton PLLC 
Bone McAllester Norton PLLC is a full-service law firm with 40 attorneys and offices in Nashville, 
Sumner and Williamson counties, Tennessee. Our attorneys focus on 18 distinct practice areas, providing 
the wide range of legal services ordinarily required by established and growing businesses and 
entrepreneurs. Among our practices, we represent clients in business and capital formation, mergers and 
acquisitions, securities matters, commercial lending and creditors’ rights, commercial real estate and 
development, governmental regulatory matters, commercial litigation and dispute resolution, intellectual 
property strategy and enforcement, entertainment and environmental matters. Our client base reflects the 
firm’s deep understanding and coverage of today’s leading industry and business segments. For more 
information, visit www.bonelaw.com.  


